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Project Status
•

The space between the cofferdam and the intake maintenance
structure has been watered-up, leading to trash rack and the
maintenance gate commissioning. Now begins the process of
removing the cofferdam which will continue throughout the early
summer;

•

The second stage concrete in the power tunnel manifold is
underway. Crews continue with installing the formwork and rebar
necessary for the concrete work to progress;

•

Excavation of the 1,575 km power tunnel is complete
successfully marking a critical milestone for the project. The final
underground blast was on June 26. All rock removals through
underground blasting are now complete;

•

The gate gallery is being cleaned and is getting ready for the
installation of a 30 ton gantry crane, which raise and lower six
gates into the surge chamber during periods of inspection and
maintenance;

•

General Electric is working on the site now as the assembly of
the three large turbines commences, starting with
Turbine/Generator #3; and

•

The total number of site workers is about 500, which includes the
many subcontractors and all of their workers. A new jobs peak.
•

Total on-site ASL-JV employees: 171
•

83% ‘local’ (within 90 km) residents;

•

100% BC residents; and

•

8% are female.

Powerhouse.

Project Schedule
•

July 9: John Hart project community site
event (see poster on the right);

•

July: Begin creating the power line cable
tray path that will run from the
powerhouse, out from the service tunnel,
to the site substation;

•

July: Begin removal of the cofferdam and
begin drilling for underwater approach
channel to the intake;

•

July/August: Powerhouse office/control
complex installation underway;

•

August: Power tunnel paving is complete;

•

September: Blast out the rock approach
channel to the water intake;

•

September: Second-stage concrete work
starts to prepare for operating gate
installation downstream of John Hart
dam;

•

October: Intake site to be backfilled in
preparation for restoration and
landscaping of that area; and

•

October-December: Cable bus
underground installation begins for
Generator Units #1, #2, and #3.

Construction Pictures – John Hart Dam

June 28.
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Construction Overview – Rock Removal
View from the John Hart dam crest
looking down on the water intake
works and power tunnel shaft.
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Construction Overview – Rock Removal

Downstream and side
view of the intake water
works coming under John
6
Hart
dam that lead to the
power tunnel shaft.

Construction Overview – Rock Removal

The latest
advancements on
the low level outlet.
Inset photo shows
view from the liner.
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All Underground Rock Removals Are Now
Complete!

Power tunnel breakthrough on June 26.
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Construction Pictures – Power Tunnel
This was taken just prior to the June 22 power tunnel face
blast. Frontier-Kemper crews are leaving the area, including
in the left inset photo, as final blast preparations are being
made. The right inset photo shows the tunnel face. At this
point only 19 metres of power tunnel was left to excavate.
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The power tunnel breakthrough and
Construction
how it perfectly matched up to the Pictures – Power Tunnel
power tunnel shaft (light shining down).
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View of the power
Construction Pictures – Water Bypass Inlets
tunnel manifold. This
is where water will
enter and then flow
into the various
water inlets to the
turbines/generators,
and when needed,
the water bypass
facility.
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tunnel manifold view from the downstream side.
Construction Power
Pictures
– Water Bypass Inlets
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Closer view of the intricate
Construction
Pictures – Water Bypass Inlets
formwork of the power
tunnel manifold.
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Construction Pictures – Powerhouse

Powerhouse area.
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Construction Pictures – Powerhouse

Turbine/Generator #1

Turbine/Generator #2.
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Construction Pictures – Powerhouse
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Construction Pictures – Powerhouse
Placing concrete in
Turbine/Generator #1.
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View down Turbine/Generator #2.
Construction Pictures
– Powerhouse
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Construction Pictures – Powerhouse
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View down Turbine/Generator #3.

The stator to be placed within
Construction Pictures
– Powerhouse
Turbine/Generator #3. Insert diagram
shows one of the turbines/generators.
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View from the newly
Construction
Pictures – Powerhouse
constructed elevator shaft.
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Construction Pictures – Powerhouse
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The three water bypass outlets
Construction
Pictures – Surge Chamber
entering the surge chamber.
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Construction Pictures – Surge Chamber

View down one the water bypass
inlets looking back at the bypass
facility and powerhouse area.
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Construction Pictures – Surge Chamber

The three water outlets from the
turbines into the surge chamber.
Inset photo shows the water
outlet from Turbine/Generator #1.
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Environment
Environmental crews continue to be busy with discouraging nesting behaviour across the site, and in
particular at the cofferdam and the laydown areas. Many areas have been covered (bottom photos) as a
form of nesting prevention. Nests of protected birds can disrupt work as they can’t be disturbed until the
young fledge.
Recently, an American dipper was rescued from the powerhouse. The bird was relocated to the Mountain
Avian Rescue Society (MARS) because it would only hop when released and made no attempt to fly. It has
done well at the MARS facility and will be released soon.
A great deal of environmental planning has been done to prepare for the removal of the cofferdam and
ensure that water in the reservoir is protected during the blasting and excavation of the underwater
channel. Some of the key actions in place include:
• Isolating the penstock furthest from the work area to protect drinking water;
• Having an additional silt curtain in place to lower into the water after underwater blasting of the
channel, to contain the disturbed water;
• Opening the spillway gates at the dam to directionally draw water away from penstocks;
• The blast is being done at night when domestic water demand is at its lowest; and
• Environmental monitors will be on site conducting in-situ monitoring.

Power Cable Tray From Powerhouse To
Substation
This work is to connect the new
generating station to the existing site
substation and the power grid.

Power cable tray route.

We will temporarily divert, and
intermittently restrict access to, a small
section of the Station View Trail starting
in July and continue until early 2018.
People using the Station View Trail will
be diverted through an approximately
100-metre long fenced zone near the
three large surge towers. This is where
people may be stopped, intermittently,
Monday to Friday between the hours of
7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The length of
these closures will vary, but expect most
to last no more than a few minutes. As
the work progresses, the location of the
fenced zone will be adjusted in order to
maintain the safety of trail users.

Station View Trail.

A four-way stop will be in operation where public walkers and construction vehicles intersect at the trail and
power cables corridor. Everyone will be required to stop at this four-way stop and ensure it is safe to proceed
before continuing along. Flaggers will be used during occasional periods of heavy construction traffic through
this zone over the course of this project phase. Pets must be on leash at all times through BC Hydro
property.

People Profile – Mariah Grace
About Mariah
Background:
Beginning in the forestry sector running heavy equipment,
Mariah moved into construction at the Red Chris Mine when
It was built. She received her mine rescue qualification there
– finishing at the top of her class – and continued as a technician
for five more years while also working on the Northern Transition
Line expansion. Mariah then returned to operating heavy
equipment for Imperial Metals while completing her Certificate in
Health, Safety and Environmental Processes (CHSEP) through
the University of Fredericton. She also has Occupational
First Aid Level III, which she says is useful at work and home.

Home:
Mariah was born in Burns Lake but grew up in Victoria. She
currently lives in the Campbell River area.

Hobbies:
Mariah loves outdoor activities! When not at work you will find her on her dirt bike, camping, surfing or taking Kash,
her energetic boxer/lab puppy, out on adventures.

Project Responsibility:
As the Safety Trainer/Administrator for SNC-Lavalin, she delivers new worker safety orientations and many other
safety training courses such as fall protection, confined space entry, and so on. She also manages the paperwork for
the safety department. She keeps busy with leading and lagging indicator tracking, incident reporting, inspections,
safety opportunity reporting, monthly head office and client reporting, plus many other tasks associated with a safety
department.
“At the end of the day, safety is the only thing that matters. I feel privileged to work on a project that believes this to be
true.”

Construction – Point Of Interest
Each month, BC Hydro and InPower BC will provide a construction fact, occurrence,
or situation.
Power Cable Trays
When the turbines in the powerhouse begin to generate power, that electricity needs to be transmitted to the
existing substation. This summer the project is preparing to make that connection. Large copper cables (750
MCM) housed in a cable tray, will be run from the new generating station into the existing John Hart
substation. Once the new generating station is online in fall 2018, that power will then be transmitted through
the power grid to your home and business. The work includes:
• There will be three cable tray units installed one metre apart;
• Each unit will house nine power-conveying copper cables and a ground cable;
• Each cable can convey up to 450 amps and 13,800 volts, while each unit can transmit approximately
43,000 KW of power to the substation. With three units, the cables can carry a combined total of 132.5
MW of power;
• Since the power running through the cables generates heat, the cables are housed in an aluminum case
with a vented cover – a separator keeps the cables safely apart; and
• The cables tray units (a small replica is shown below) will run both above and below ground at various
points along the route from the powerhouse to the substation.

